
◆◆Large pneumatic sublimator

The machine adopts double working face to improve working 

efficiency; Can be used for digital sublimation transfer, large outdoor 

advertising, umbrella and clothing; Package transfer printing; Pneumatic 

device, pressure, uniform!

Transfer area: 39.37“-47.24”（100-120cm）;

Heating plate temperature range: 0-260 ° C；

Pressing time range: 0-99 seconds;

Voltage / power: 220V / 9500W;

Net weight: 600kg

Package size: 165cm * 125cm * 155cm



1. Overview:

The machine can heat transfer the color patterns and words of

sublimation ink and solvent ink to cotton, hemp, polyester, chemical

fiber and other fabrics. It can also carry out heat treatment such as

wool planting, hot stamping and foam printing. It is economical and

practical.

2. Product features

① Electronic constant temperature control, high accuracy.

② Heating wire and heating plate as a whole, safe, durable,

uniform heat distribution.

③ High temperature paper can be added on the heating plate.

④ Electronic time control, process completion signal indication.

⑤ The pressure can be adjusted at will.

⑥ The bottom plate is equipped with high temperature resistant

foam silica gel, which can resist temperature up to 260 degrees

without deformation. Sublimation type can be equipped with

sponge.



Operation

Note: the whole machine must have a reliable protective ground

wire.

Time and temperature setting premise: manual and automatic steering switch must
be turned to the middle position before time and temperature can be adjusted.

Temperature and time setting and machine operation mode

1. Temperature setting: press "set" once, PV window shows "SP", SV window shows

the set temperature value

Press the up or down arrow to adjust the ideal temperature value (adjustment range

0-300 degrees)

2. Time setting: press set PV window to display "ST" again, SV window to display the

set time value, press up or down to adjust the ideal time value, press "set" to confirm

exit（ Adjustment range (0-999 seconds)

3. When the temperature reaches, turn the switch to the "manual" position, try

ironing the required products, and then turn to the "automatic" position for mass

production after quality approval.

4. When the switch is in the "manual" position, press the heating plate down by hand

to "start manually". When the time is up, the heating plate will rise automatically. If

the position is wrong in the hot stamping process, press the "emergency stop" to

stop the hot stamping. When the switch is in the "automatic" position, just push the

bottom plate in place to press the heating plate down automatically.

5. After the measured temperature reaches the set value, hot stamping can be



carried out. Hold the handle, move the lower plate to the other side, align the hot

plate with the bottom plate, press down the hot plate automatically and start hot

stamping (at the same time, count the hot stamping time). When the set time is up,

the hot plate rises automatically and hot stamping is completed.

Pay attention to the temperature of the hot plate when taking the parts,

and be careful of hot hands.

Pressing temperature and pressing time reference:

Silk 180 degrees 15 seconds

Cotton 150-180 degrees 10 seconds

PVC card 180 degrees 15 seconds

T-shirt transfer paper 200 degrees 15 seconds

Pearlescent plate 200 degrees 20 seconds

Stainless steel 200 degrees 20 seconds

Chemical fiber cloth 200-210 degrees 25 seconds

Metal plate 200-210 degrees 25 seconds

Ceramic tile 210-220 degrees 5 minutes

Glass 200 degrees 5 minutes




